
Joe Palooka Martial Artist 
 

“So why would you get involved with a guy who teaches karate? I thought you’d end up 

with a CEO or a lawyer or something.” 

“I think you have the wrong idea,” my significant other politely responded, “He’s got a 

degree from a prestigious Eastern university and has been published. He’s no Joe Palooka 

martial artist.” 

Even those readers too young to get the movie (1934) or comic strip reference will 

probably understand that a “Joe Palooka” is a sort of journeyman boxer who is a little too 

unvaried in his talent to do anything else with his life. A Joe Palooka is a sincere, if lower class, 

person of modest intellect that struggles through a physically punishing profession to pay the 

bills and have a few stories to tell. I’m glad I am not he. But the reported conversation recalled 

past interchanges in which it was assumed that, if you are a martial artist by profession, you can’t 

do much else in life, so you are stuck hitting heavy bags, wearing glitzy uniforms to make 

yourself feel special, entering sophomorish contests for unimpressive trophies, and then showing 

other blokes how to do the same.  

Pro football players used to suffer a similar dumb-jock reputation until it became obvious 

that (a) you had to have a highly functioning mind (as well as body) to succeed in professional 

football, and (b) making it in professional football meant you were earning more than the 

aforementioned CEO or lawyer. Funny how pulling in millions in a multi-year contract makes 

ol’ Joe Palooka seem suddenly like Joseph Farnsworth Palooka, Esquire.  

Sometimes, I can’t blame those who consider professional martial artists only slightly 

above gravedigger in their cultural sophistication. I was once a character witness in a murder 

trial. The other side brought in a professional kempo instructor from a nearby town. He never 

made it to the stand, however, because in pre-trial interviews when asked what he would do if 

someone came at him with a knife, he said, “I tear der t’roat out.” Evidently he gave a similar 

response to several questions and his legal team feared that the team for which I testified would 

whittle him into submission on the stand. 

After I took the stand to answer questions about my deceased student, a reporter asked 

me if, in addition to my being a professional martial artist, I were also a lawyer. “You were so 

articulate up there.” I suppose I could have told her that I was a writer and a former high school 

teacher, but I preferred that she be disillusioned of the idea that a professional martial artist needs 

cue cards to respond to an attorney’s questions.  

A Joe Palooka martial artist might be able to “tear der t’roats out”, but not subtly sway a 

jury. I reasoned that in the jury’s minds, if I was articulate and intelligent, perhaps my victimized 



student was, as well. Likely, he wasn’t looking for opportunities to tear out his assailants’ 

throats, even if they had been roaming the streets, drunk, and armed with butterfly knives.  

Maybe, if my significant other’s girlfriend had been in court, she would have been more 

impressed. People like to root for the underdog, especially if they are supposed to be dumb-

jocks. 

Next time: Joe Palooka vs. Rocky 


